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Editorial: Well, this is first issue of the newsletter of the New Year, due to 
computer issues with our editor’s computer which will hopefully be sorted out very 
soon.  So where do we begin?  A new board in CLAS will bring a different style of 
leadership and new goals.  Hopefully, participation by the membership will bring 
new vitality to the group and new members will be helpful in sharing their knowl-
edge, goals and most important their active involvement.    Each year brings us 
both new and old challenges.  I hope we can meet those “same old” challenges 
with some new ideas and the new challenges with our old enthusiasm.   As you 
will read in this newsletter we have a great series of education presentations in 
place and we are working to build more programs. 
 

If you have ideas, requests for education topics, newsletter items this is your fo-
rum and I hope it can be a sharing of all our knowledge and ideas.   
 

Hopefully we will continue to be open to new ideas and directions so that every 
member feels they can play a part in the continued development of CLAS. 
 

Mick 
CLAS, President. 

Richard Bouvier  

John Bond 

Dan & Jeanne Decker 

Vicky Fields 

Mike Maung 

Craig Morris 

Doug Sherman 

Tom & PJ Whelan 
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Garry Guertin  
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gguertin@cox.net 
 

~Secretary~ 
Ellen Dressel 
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edressel@cox.net 
 

~Treasurer~ 
Penny Christy  
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pmchristy@comcast.net 
 

~The Scoop~ Editor 
Libby Richardson 
203-988-6577 
Libby_rich@yahoo.com 
 

~Historian for Life~ 
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 WELCOME NEW MEMBERS  

CLAS FAAST Team Members 
 
Jim Adams Program Manager 
 

FAASTeam Representatives 
 

Santo Galatioto 
Penny Christy 
Robert Zirpolo 
Tom Murphy 
Mick Murphy 
 

This newsletter is published by The Connecticut 
Lighter Than Air Society for its members and inter-

ested parties. Portions of this publication 
may be reproduced if credit is given to the 
writer and to CLAS. The opinions ex-
pressed are not necessarily those of the 
organization or members of this organi-

zation (but if they were they’d be damn good 
ones).  March 2011 Volume  XXIII Issue # 1 Mick 
Murphy temporary Minister of Propaganda!! 

Cover photo “Special Thanks “to Don Edwards in ABQ for 
sharing photos of Paddy!  “Happy St. Patrick’s Day!!!!!! 



Welcome to Crew Chief’s Corner! 
                       By Gordon Schwontkowski 
 
Safe ballooning is simply more fun, and CLAS has joined other 
US ballooning clubs in the first-ever nationwide ground school to 
promote that end. The goal is to get crew chiefs and crew to 
higher and more uniform standards of knowledge and skill nation-
wide and to reduce flying risk to near zero as fast as possible. 
More brains, less 
brawn, safer fun 
more often!  
 
Crew Chief’s Cor-
ner is for all bal-
loonists. Pilots 
will find informa-
tion on flying and 
skill instruction 
their instructors 
never provided. 
Crew chiefs will 
find in-depth 
analysis of their 
role never dis-
cussed before. 
And crew will 
find what to ex-
pect and what is 
expected of them 
as their ballooning experience grows. Regardless of your balloon-

ing rank, you’ll find a wealth of safety techniques and tips found 
nowhere else in our sport. 
 
These articles take an honest and thorough look at the mechanics, 
dynamics, realities, and legalities of crewing. They’re not the only 
or final word on crewing safety – just the first in ongoing discus-
sion and training among you, your pilot, and crew. The key to 
safety is adapting fundamentals you find here to your equipment, 

region, flying style, and needs. Crew-
ing is evolving faster than ever be-
fore, and the basics have never been 
as important as they are now!  A 
word of caution for readers: this is 
not the passive follow-behind 
“chasing” of the 1980s. Those days 
are over. Trouble develops when 
safety demands and skills/
expectations are mismatched. To-
day’s flying demands informed, 
skilled, and proactive crew. You’ll 
learn to understand and manage 
weather, emergencies, high-wind 
ground handling, and landing safety 
like a pilot (while acting as crew) for 
one simple reason: you serve as your 
pilot’s only redundancy. Skilled, 
knowledgeable, and proactive crew is 
often the missing ingredient in safety.  
 

(Continued on page 9) 

...A few verses of poetry about the perils of flying passen-
gers for hire by Jim Chubbuck, composed while he was sit-
ting on the curb.    
         Apples and cheese, Apples and cheese 

Wet feet by sunrise, shiver and freeze. 
 

Apples and cheese, Apples and cheese. 
Checks are OK, but cash if you please. 

 

Apples and cheese, Apples and cheese 
Two hundred dollars just to see trees. 
(There were other verses not suitable for print) 

Educational Agenda 2011 
 

• February 26-CLAS Safety Seminar 
 

• April 21-Bob Redinger presents “Hoping to make 
ballooning safer through better understanding of 
weather phenomena.”  see page 8 for more infor-
mation. 

 

• May 7-Bill Meadows will present hands on demon-
stration of the perfect inflation, slide show presen-
tation and silent auction.       

 

• June, 16-Hartford-Brainard (HFD) Tower Tour, re-
view of CLAS D airspace and radio communica-
tions.                                                                 
                                                                                                                     

• September 15-Tom Crouch Senior Curator of 
Aeronautics at the Smithsonian Institution will pre-
sent a special presentation to CLAS at the New 
England Air Museum.                                       
       

• September 22-24-AOPA Aviation Summit in Hart-
ford CT, CLAS is currently working with AOPA to 
perform Balloon Glow and also potential  

 

For more information on upcoming events, please 
attend the meetings for latest information and 
watch the web page or Facebook! 



CLAS Agenda: 2-17-2011 
 

Call to order at 7:30pm by Mick Murphy, President 
            Members in attendance signed in on sheet.  17 total 
 
Minutes of last month’s meeting were read by members present. 
            (No vote to accept was taken, no comments made) 
 
Officer’s reports: 
            Treasurer, postponed till March meeting, Penny did not have a full  ac-
counting.  Proposed Budget at March meeting: 
 
Committee Reports: 
 
Sunshine: Tony sent a card to Beth Miller, wishing her will during her  treat-
ments. 
BFA: still time to sign up for the national convention in Iowa.  
Balloon registration, do not do early as you will lose the time at next go round. 
Education: 
April 28 th, Bob Redinger to speak on “Hoping to help make ballooning safer through better understanding of weather 
phenomena” 
May 7th:  Yes, a Saturday, Bill Meadows, “Perfect inflation, live demo in Bethlehem. 
June 16th: Brainard Airport Tower Tour/Class ‘D’ air space. 
Sept 15th: Tom Crouch, Senior Curator of Aeronautics Smithsonian (CT Air Museum) 
            TBA:  Fire extinguisher practice. 
            Competition: no meeting 
            Nomination: no meeting 
            Audi t: no meeting 
            Safety seminar: Penny discussed final tally and topics. 
 
Old Business:  “Scoop” to be available to any and all via web site.  No member only restrictions.  Approved by all 
members present. 
Propose purchase of “Crew Corner” by Gordon Schwontkowski, cost $178. To be added by installments to the pages of 
the “scoop”. 
 
New Business: CLAS now has a Facebook page, thanks to Libby’s endeavor.  
Place a write up of the club awards in the “Scoop”.  Place one per month  and try to generate interest.       
AOPA Aviation Summit to be held in Hartford, CT.  CLAS has been asked to do a balloon glow and possible fly out.  
Dates are Sept 23-25. 
Discussion held on the possibility of obtaining a larger room for our meetings.  The only other room is only available on 
the 4th Thursday of the month. 
             
The club to purchase a lap top computer for the editor of the 
“Scoop”. 
This would also be available for presentations at meetings. 
Idea discussed and tabled for final budget accounting. 
 
Attendance:  Doug Sherman, Jenne & Dan Decker, Rick 
Silva, Mark Sand, Tom  Whelan, Tony Roswell, Mick Mur-
phy, Garry Guertin, Santo Galatioto,  John Bond, Lisa 
Huck, Erwin & Ellen Dressel, Penny Christy, Kevin Briel-
mann, & Charlie Perreault   
 
 

Ode to delinquent dues payers  
By Ruth Salzberg 

Revised 
Its March 2011 
And the flying season has begun 
There’s mud in the fields 
And the farmers are spreading the dung 
 
You may not be current 
But three landings don’t take long 
So spread out that envelope 
And tell the nesting mice to move along. 
 
But one thing you’ve forgotten 
That you ‘want to correct 
Your CLAS dues aren’t paid 
So send off a check 



The Perfect Inflation! 
The Perfect Inflation” by Bill Meadows will be held on Saturday, May 7, 2011 at the Whalen Farms Airport in Beth-
lehem CT. beginning at 2 pm.  There will be additional information and directions published closer to event. 

Bill Meadows was trained by the innovative balloon manufacturer, Tracy Barnes, and began his ballooning career 
in 1969.  Bill was the first licensed balloonist in the Southeast USA.  He founded Balloon Ascensions Ltd. in 1969 
as a training and promotions focused hot air balloon company. Balloon Ascensions Ltd. was the second FAA ap-
proved balloon school in the nation, with 6 instructors who trained over 100 pilots (1969-1981).  

He was the East Coast Distributor for Piccard Balloons from (1970-1974) and the National Sales Director for the 
Balloon Works from (1974-1981).  He started the National Balloon Rally in 1974, which invited fellow balloonists 
from around the nation to Statesville, NC for a week of camping, flying and the telling of balloon tales. One of the 
key elements of the rally was that each pilot had to fly one of the flights in another brand of balloon. Thus, encour-
aging pilots to learn about balloon systems other than the one they were flying. There were 36 balloons in atten-
dance for that first gathering from manufacturers such as Piccard, Barnes, and Raven Balloons with a few home-
builts among the mix.  It was a great sharing and learning experience from which everyone could enjoy, first hand, 
knowing more about the different types of system configurations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The afternoon will begin with an Educational and historical presentation, including a classroom session followed 
by live demonstrations of the "Perfect Inflation” a series of live inflations showing techniques of proper inflation 
procedures followed by silent auction of ballooning items being donated by Bill Meadows. 

September 15, 2011, Tom Crouch will present “Past, present and future of LTA col-
lections at the National Air & Space Museum and historical information about Silas 
Brooks”.  The event will be hosted at the New England Air Museum. 
 

Tom Crouch is Senior Curator of Aeronautics at the Smithsonian Institution’s Na-
tional Air and Space Museum. A Smithsonian employee since 1974, he has held a 
variety of curatorial and administrative posts at both the National Air and Space Mu-
seum and the National Museum of American History. He holds a BA from Ohio Uni-
versity, an MA from Miami University and a Ph.D. from the Ohio State University. In 
2001, the Wright State University awarded Dr. Crouch the degree of Doctor of Hu-
mane Letters. He is the author or editor of more than a fifteen books and dozens of 
articles for both popular magazines and scholarly journals, most on topics related to 
the history of flight technology. He is the recipient of a number of literary and profes-
sional awards and honors, including a Christopher Award for, The Bishop’s Boys: A 
Life of Wilbur and Orville Wright. As a Presidential appointee, 2000-2004, Dr. 
Crouch chaired the First Flight Federal Advisory Board to the First Flight Centennial 
Commission.    
More information made available soon, attend club m eetings for latest information!  



S ocial media is about the hottest topic there is right now in the online marketing world. Search marketers and 
traditional marketers are both obsessed with finding ways to drive interest and traffic using this new medium.. 
To that end so is CLAS looking for new ways to market the club, gain new members, share ballooning to the 
public and a new way to keep up with our members.  We plan to announce club meeting reminders, education 

presentations from time to time to try increase attendance at meetings. 
  
Please take the time to review the club page and please, please promote the site.  It’s a great way for members to post pictures and 
events and a fresh way to keep the lines of communication open!  It should also draw net traffic to the club website. Thanks Libby! 
 

Analogy of an Insurance Claim: 
(3 Part Series) 

Part I – What is an Insurance Claim? 
 

By:  Beth Miller  
IMC Balloon Agency 

 
Please note:  I represent IMC Balloon Agency.  Each in-
surance company and contract 
 (ie: policy) differ, so please call your agent and discuss 
claim definitions and procedure if you are not currently 
with IMC Balloon Agency.  

 
To define a claim, we may look under the dictionary and 
find several appropriate definitions:  “Notification to an in-
surance company requesting payment of an amount due 
under the ters of the policy” or “Legal demand or asser-
tion by a claimant for compensation, payment or reim-
bursement for a loss or injury due to negligence” or “A re-
quest or demand for payment in accordance with an in-
surance policy” etc. 
 
What does all that mean in real life terms and scenar-
ios??  Hopefully, this series of articles will help sort out all 
the ‘fact and fiction’ surrounding hot air balloon insurance 
and claims.  
 
Many balloonists may be surprised to know just what kind 
of occurrences result in a claim.  We are all aware of pas-
senger injury – any type of injury to a passenger (whether 
the passenger is a ‘paying passenger’, crew person, 
friend, family member, etc) should result in a phone call 
to your agent.  Remember, your agent is on your side!   
Always call to discuss with your Agent anything that hap-
pens that causes you concern or  your sleep is disrupted.  
No matter how insignificant it may be, your agent will pro-
fessionally advise you on how you should proceed and/or 
whether or not a claim should be submitted to the com-
pany.  That is the job of your Agent. 
 
Here are some other common claims:   

·     Passengers injured entering & exiting the gondola 
·     Propane leaks – during storage, refueling  or dur-

ing flight 
·     Damage to your balloon in a car accident during 

transport – basket falling off a truck bed or trailer 
and dragging behind the vehicle.  Not only can 
this cause damage to the balloon, but can cause a 

car accident!  
·      Injury while loading and unloading your equip-

ment to pilot/passenger/crew – do your novice 
passengers ‘help’ with inflation or deflation?? 

·     Improper packing-up of equipement: moisture, in-
sects, novice crew or passengers damaging 
equipment 

·     Crop damage…..property damage….livestock 
damage (domestic deer farms are now the new 
rage)….etc 

Unfortunately, the list of claims go on and on….. 
 
What is a ‘claim’ to YOU??  This is not a ‘catch me if you 
can’ type scenario and should not be treated as such.  Be 
proactive!! In some instances, there are many symptoms 
of a ‘claim’ prior to the claim happening.  Be aware…be 
alert….be conservative.  Any doubts about flying,  go to 
breakfast instead! 
 
Be aware of the fact that the most frequent and expen-
sive claims are liablity claims.  This not only includes your 
passengers, but your crew.  As I am sure everyone is 
aware that balloon equipment mishandled or handled by 
inexperienced crew (or passengers acting as crew) can 
be very dangerous.  As the Pilot-in-Command is ulti-
mately responsible for any injuries, realistically you can 
not see (nor be ) everywhere at all times, that is where an 
experienced crew chief is invaluable.  Some pilots refuse 
to fly without their crew chief being present.  How do you 
achieve save inflation and flight? 
 
The most common cause of passenger injury is …you 
guessed it…high wind landings/hard landings.  What 
most novic passengers do not realize is that “what goes 
up, must come down”!  To the general public, hot air bal-
looning looks like the most docile sport (which it certainly 
can be!) not realizing the inherent dangers that exist.  It is 
up to the Pilot-in-Command to educate his passengers 
and crew.  Waivers and written breifings are essential to 
the survival of the sport we all love….I will discuss these 
in Part II. 
 
Fact:  high wind landings or hard landings are the cause 
of the majority of passenger injury claims.  Some of these 
can be avoided, and some can not. Injuries occur when 
passengers (& pilot) collide with each other or hit equip-
ment in the gondola, flip out of the gondola (then hit by 

(Continued on page 7) 



(Continued from page 6) 

the gondola), etc.  Crew commonly are injured in trying to stablelize a high wind inflation and/or landing balloon.  Do you 
have a procedure in place for immediate medical and emergency response ?  
  
Here is an interesting quote from Tom Reusse’s “Flying Safe” book: 
“THE FORCE AT WHICH YOU LAND INCREASES BY A FACTOR OF FOUR (4) EVERY TIME YOU DOUBLE THE 
WIND SPEED.” 
“ OK…..with the above fact in place, you are going to  bounce and drag twice as hard and long at twelve ( 12 ) 
knots as you would at eight (8) knots – that is onl y a four (4) knot margin for error…….AND it’s a fou r (4) knot 
change that could mean the difference  between a SAFE landing and a TRAGEDY for an inexpe rienced passen-
ger. 
IF you are serious about ‘flying safe’, you will pu t the WELFARE of your passengers FIRST   -  FORGET about 
yourself, FLY IN WINDS YOUR PASSENGERS CAN HANDLE.”  
(Ref  “Flying Safe”  3/15/1987) 
 
Fact:  Many claims result from injuries entering and exiting the gondola. 
How many pilots recognize the importance of the passenger being able to climb into the gondola,  and climb out of the 
gondola without assistance?  In an emergency situation, this could be the key to not only avoiding a potential injury but to 
a life being saved.  Should this be a requirement  of the Pilot-in-Command prior to flying any passenger or crew???   
 
Fact:  currently, due to our indulgent and aging  society , the highest risk factors are the passengers that are overweight 
or “older” passengers. Even a ‘perfect stand-up’  landing can result in injuries to these folks. I realize that this is an ex-
tremely delicate area for any pilot and I will address ways that other Pilots have handled this situation in Part II.   
 
Fact: In the last 10 years, many more claims are happening during  balloon rallies and events…..why?  Peer pressure? 
Pressure from the events to fly? Pressure from the events to fly passengers/sponsers? Poor event organizing or man-
agement? Too many balloons? Inexperienced and low houred pilots involved? Not enough landing areas?  Out of state 
pilots not familiar with weather, flight conditions or geographic conditions of the event site?  I have heard all of these rea-
sons sited….your thoughts? 
 
Yes…claims are part of life, whether you are walking down the street or flying a balloon.  This letigious world is a bit dif-
ferent than it was 20 years ago!  There are actually people that make their living from suing insurance companies and 
they are looking for a ‘easy’ target – don’t be that target!   
 
(Part II will address:  Avoiding a Claim and/or Sub mitting an Insurance Claim) 

CLAS LANDOWNER CARDS 
Attention Pilot and especially 
CREW—PLEASE remember to 
handout the CLAS Landowner 
Cards whenever and wherever you 
fly and land. Please, let’s not use 
the excuse that you landed and 
there was no landowner around or 
you always land at a local business 
or parking lots to avoid private prop-
erty. You can always hand the card 
to the person or persons that help 
you pack up even though they do 
not own the landing site. Remember 
the purposes of the cards are to pro-
mote not only the club but hot air 
ballooning. We all can make 2011 
the best year ever in promoting bal-
looning in Connecticut and what bet-
ter way than thanking the Landown-
ers that graciously allow us the free-
dom to use their property?   

Balloon Team  Number 

Kevin Brielmann 4 

Gene Burnstein 2 

Penny Christy 7 

Erwin Dressel 5 

Garry Guertin 2 

Mick Murphy & Clan 5 

Jim O'Brien 1 

Charlie Perreault 3 

Jim Regan 9 

Mark Sand 3 

Rick Silva 1 

Robert Zirpolo 5 

Total cards returned 47 

WANTED 
Volunteers, preferably people 
who are not involved with 
competing, needed to assist 
the competition committee. 
Duties would include sign in 
sheets, managing baggies and 
targets and coordinating other 
volunteers needed to run the 
clubs competition events. 
Must be able to be at compe-
tition events 1/2 hour before 
sunrise and help coordinate 
tasks to be flown. This person 
would be instrumental in 
helping the club enhance its 
competition events and tasks.   
 

Contact  the competition 
committee if your interested 
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April Education Meeting: 
 

Bob Redinger presents “Hoping to make ballooning safer through better 
understanding of weather phenomena” 
 
Bob began hot air ballooning in Omaha, NE, in 1986, as a crewmember, but 
was interrupted for two years by a transfer to a small South Pacific island 
(Guam) where ballooning wasn’t feasible.  After a break to pursue advanced 
education, he returned to ballooning in 1993, and applied for his student license 
after his first flight as a passenger in 1996.   
 

Receiving his commercial rating in March 1998, Bob flew “Lumberjack” for 84 
Lumber Company until 2001. “Lumberjack” was a Cameron N-90 (90,000 cu ft), 
with dual rotation vents and all artwork inlaid in the envelope. He has also flown 
for ReMax and a number of special shapes.   

 

Bob and his wife, Cristy, purchased their own balloon, “Beez ‘n Flowers”, in July of 
1999.  A 1997 Aerostar Aurora S-53A, they are still flying it today. It boasts one hundred fifty very gentle 
hours! 
 

Leaving Pennsylvania behind, Bob and his wife moved to Texas in April 2001. He had accepted a position 
as Atmospheric Scientist in the NASA Suborbital Balloon Flight Program. His work took him to Antarctica, 
Australia, Canada, Brazil, New Zealand, Sweden, Ft. Sumner NM and Fairbanks AK where he was respon-
sible for launch weather and flight and recovery forecasting for unmanned balloons of up to forty million cu-
bic feet in size, carrying up to eight thousand pound payloads. 
 

A retired U.S. Air Force flight crew member and meteorologist, Bob is a member of the Balloon Federation 
of America (BFA), Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA), the Northeast Ohio Balloon Pilots Asso-
ciation (NOBPA) and former member of the John Wise Balloon Society.  
 

Aerostation Weather  
 

In discussions with representatives of the hot air balloon insurance industry, the frequency of weather as a 
factor  being cited in accident reports became the topic of interest. 
 

Of particular interest were the incidents where the pilot, passengers and witnesses recounted the onset of 
winds  that were unexpected, unforecast, and unexplained. High 
wind  landings account for a great majority of injury, property dam-
age, and to a lesser degree, deaths, than any factor other than 
power line strikes in LTA flight. 
 

There are forty-one (41) pages in the BALLOON FLYING HAND-
BOOK, FAA-H-8083-11A, devoted to weather theory and reports. 
This section, Chapter Four, has more information in it than any 
other section in the publication, yet it is most frequently the infor-
mation that gets the least mount of attention during a new pilot’s 
training. 
 

This presentation will just touch on the dynamics o f WIND 
and, hopefully motivate the audience into doing the ir own re-
search into weather factors that effect their fligh ts. 

LDB balloon ready for liftoff, December 

2001 by Paul Doherty 

PC John Ninomiya 

THIS SPACE IS RESERVED! 
 FOR YOUR NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION! 

The editorial staff can accommodate member submissions of any 
size no matter how BIG or SMALL.!   

1. Short Stories 
2. Event Notices 
3. Favorite Photos  
4. Letters to the Editor! ...get the hint send (something). 



(Continued from page 3) 

A full list of article topics appears below: 
 

1. Welcome to Crew Chief’s Corner! 25. Crown Line Command 
2. Safety versus Command 26. In-Flight Management 
3. Finding Great Crew 27. Being There on Landing 
4. Crew Chief Training and Proficiency 28.There on Landing – Now 
What? 
5. Healthy Crew Dynamics 29. Drop Lines 
6. Common Crew Mistakes and Misperceptions 30. Farm Landings 
7. The Golden Rule and 10 Commandments 31. Unloading Passengers 
8. Dressing the Part 32. Packing Up Fast and Easy 
9. FAQs – Frequently Answered Questions 33. Landowner Relations 
10. Emergency Contacts 34. Handling Hostile Landowners 
11. First Aid and Injury Prevention 35. Beware of Man’s Best Friend 
12. Equipment Care and Handling 36. Propane and Refueling Safety 
13. Rope and Line Safety 37. Flight Reviews 
14. Legalities and Realities of Crewing 38. Cold Weather Crewing 
15. Driving Safety and Vehicle Handling 39. Crewing with Children 
16. Navigation 40. Professionalism 
17. Weather Savvy 41. Tethers 
18. When Things Go Really Wrong 42. Festival Crewing 
19. Preventing and Managing Power Line Strikes 43. Plan B’s 
20. Crew Briefings 44. Commercial Crewing 
21. Passenger Briefings 45. Competition Crewing 
22. Radio Communication 46. Special Shape Crewing 
23. Layout to Launch 47. Media Management 
24. Fan Tips 48. Making It All Happen 
 

What you’ll read is field-tested and proven. I’ve served as crew 
chief on 2000+ flights since 1982, closely studied 100,000+ more, 
and worked with 10,000+ crew nationwide. My book “Hot Air Bal-
loon Crewing Essentials” and “Crew Zone” column in Ballooning 
Magazine address crewing topics in even greater detail.  Hundreds 
of pilots and crew nationwide have agreed this is the most valuable 

hands-on material 
of any sort they gain 
from safety semi-
nars. I’m not the 
nation’s most ex-
perienced crew chief 
by any stretch, just 
the one most willing 
to lead the charge 
for ballooning 
safety. That said, 
you won’t ever see 
the word “I” in 
these articles; 
they’re more about 
your future safety 
than my ballooning past. Hopefully, this series will start discussions 
and create a forum to pull out even better crewing ideas and tech-
niques.  What’s in it for you? Pilots and crew who’ve taken tips 
from my articles, book, and seminars use them on their very next 
flight. Reported benefits include less equipment damage and repair 
cost, smoother inflations in any 
weather, fewer emergencies, easier navigation, safer landings, and 
faster pack-ups.   Performance, communication, morale and loyalty 
all drastically improve. More safety, skill, fun, and profit with less 
risk, time, effort, and hassle – what more could any balloonist ask 
for? 
How each club runs these articles – sequentially in newsletters or as 
a web archive – will vary. Exactly how and how fast your pilot, 
crew chief, and crew use them is up to you – just apply what you 
learn. However you access them, thank your club officers for join-

ing this unprecedented safety program which can help 
unify and grow our sport.  

March Contributing Editors  
Ellen Dressel 
Kathy Wadsworth 
Gordon Schwontkowski 
Bob Redinger 
Beth Miller 
Garry Guertin  
Libby Richardson  
Bill Meadows 
Tom Crouch 
Ruth Salzberg 
Jim Chubback 
Jim O’Brien 
Don Edwards 
Mick Murphy temporary news editor! 

BFA Festival Guidelines 
 

Maury Sullivan, chairman of the BFA’s ad hoc committee charged with developing the handbook Balloon Event Guidelines, has 
announced the availability of the document for download from the BFA web site.   
 

http://www.bfa.net/images/stories/competition/balloon%20event%20guidelines%20v1.8%20final%20draft.pdf 
 

The Guideline publication is available for comment through March 21, 2011.  After that date, the committee will make final edits 
and revision based on comments received.  The goal of the committee has long been to present this publication at the BFA Con-
vention in Des Moines, IA. 
 

Comments should be directed to Maury Sullivan via e-mail at tequilatom@aol.com 

The Art Laliberte Memorial Crew Award was establish 
in 1993.  This award is intended to recognize and honor a 
crew person each year who has shown outstanding service 
to ballooning from the crew side or has gone above and 
beyond in the area of crewing.  To receive this award, the 
crew person must be nominated in writing to the Award 
Committee by December 31 of each year with a brief ex-
planation or description of the event warranting the award. 
 

As a part of reviewing the people in the club who we 
honor, RZ has agreed to write up and share a memory of 
Art! 
 

If anyone else would like to share a story about the people 
we honor please send the along with a photo if possible to 
the editor.  We will also take a moment at the end of the 
meetings to review. 



CONNECTICUT LIGHTER THAN AIR SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APP LICATION 
 
 
 

The Connecticut Lighter Than Air Society is a club for anyone interested in learning about, participating in and improving the sport of ballooning. Pilots, 
crew, and enthusiasts alike are welcome and ALL can contribute to the safety, enjoyment and education of the sport. Meetings are scheduled during the 
months of Jan, Feb, Mar, April, May, June, July,  Sept, Oct, Nov and Dec on the third Thursday of the month at the Plainville Municipal building at 7:30 
pm. For more information, contact any of the officers listed inside this newsletter. 

CLAS 2011 dues are $20.00 for new and renewing members. 
Newsletter Subscription $ 15 
Pins $ 5. ($3 for members) 
Decals $ 2 ($1 for members) 
Landowner pins (members only) $ 21.90 (15 pins) 
CLAS T-Shirts $ 12. And up-Various Styles (Add $3.00 for shipping) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NAME________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TELEPHONE Home__________________Work_____________________DATE OF BIRTH__________________ 
New member Renewing members 
Single $20____ Single $20____. 
Crew____ Student Pilot____ Private Pilot____. Commercial Pilot ____ 
BFA CAAP: Level __________ BFA PAAP Level__________ FAA WINGS Level______ 
Newsletter only___________ Pin _____Decal_____ Landowner pins _____T-Shirts. (S) ___(M) ___(L) ___ (XL) ___ 
BFA#_______________ Pilot Certificate # ____________________ E-Mail_______________________ 
Make checks payable to and Mail to: CLAS , PO Box 53, Southbury,CT 06488-0053 
The Scoop / CLAS 
PO Box 53 
Southbury, CT 06488-0053  

ALL Renewing members, could you please take a minute and complete an updated membership form so we can update club records! 

The Scoop / CLAS 
PO Box 53 
Southbury, CT 06488-0053 


